
EDITORIAL 

Wirh rhis issue, Stand emers a new phase in irs history. The outer symbols of 
the change- a new format and the beginning of New Series numbering- are of 
lirde importance in themselves. The new departures in the organic life of the 
magazine, on the other hand, are as much of the essence as the continuities. 

Under irs distinguished founder, the late Jon Silkin, who edited it until his 
dearh in November 1997, Stand was at the forefront of literary periodicals in 
Britain. In irs heyday, commonly perceived to have been the Sixties and 
Seventies, it amacred and published work of a high calibre and commanded the 
respect of the reading community. Celebrated for the quality of its poetry, 
fiction and criticism, Stand was noted also for the imernarionalism of its our
look, irs commitment ro the policies of a pose-imperial and post-patriarchal 
world, and the catholicism of irs aesthetic catchment. It has had many ocher 
qual ities too, among them a discriminating loyalty to the North of England 
base which provided it with a regional accent. 

This legacy matters greacly. We mean to retain Stand's liberal humanise com
mitment ro the transformed societal and incellecrual character of the times, just as 

we mean ro uphold irs dedication to the best in poetry and prose. The strengths of 
Stand, from its openness to writing of many different kinds and provenances to 
its happy ability to unite the international and (in the best sense) the provincial, 
seem co us seminal if a literary quarterly is to stake a serious claim to attention. 

The re-conceived Stand will also extend its brief. There will be greater critical 
coverage of new fiction, there will be essays on wider cultural concerns, and 
there will be substantial features. Among features in preparation for che next 
twelve months are a tribute to Peter Porter in the year of his seventieth birthday; 
a conspectus of the diverse kinds of British post-modern writing with an assess
ment of its current stare and status in an international comexr; a celebration of 
Eugenio Monrale; a focus on new African writing; and a look at contemporary 
Turkish writing and publishing and the question (in the context of the ongoing 
socio-political debate) of whether Turkey is culturally a part of Europe. Stand is 
concerned with what happens when cultures and literatures meet, with trans
lation in irs many guises, wich the mechanics of language, with the processes by 

which rhe polity receives or disables irs cultural makers. We plan to pitch our 
stall in the forum, establishing a new reading series, working with sister quarter
lies in ocher countries and with established literature venues and institutions in 
Europe and beyond, and promoring debate of issues that are of rad ical concern 
to the inrellecrual community worldwide. The changes we mean to make cannot 
all be introduced immediately, and we expect to be broadening the magazine's 
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base steadily over the coming months and years. Our rule throughout will be 

simple: yes to the currents genuinely Aexing through and shaping the times, no 

to fashions, hype and ephemera. 
A glance at the contents page will show a new principle at work. T he rubrics 

under which the writing in this issue is presented were partly designed by 

editorial decision and partly suggested by the material we received, and this is 

how we mean to go on. Features now in preparation naturally email an amount 

of planning; equally, they will doubtless be abetted by an amounc of serendip

ity; but for unsolicited work of quality, whether by the established writer or the 

first-time aspirant, there will always be a place in Stand regardless of what we 

might be pursuing at the time. Our paramount aim remains the basic one that 

this magazine has always followed: to publish the best writing we can find. 

PUBLICATIONS 

welcomes the 
re-launch of 

STAND Magazine 

and is proud to publish the following poets who 
appear in this double issue: 

David Morley: Mandelstam Variations 
76 pp, original pbk, £5.95 

Don Coles: Someone Has Stayed in Stockholm 
First UK publication, 120 pp, original pbk £7.25 

John Hartley Williams: Ignoble Sentiments 
132 pp, original pbk. £7.50 

ALSO PUBLISHED THIS MONTH 
Joel Lane: The Edge of the Screen 

68 pp, original pbk, £6.95 
James Sutherland·Smlth: At the Skin Resort 

72 pp, original pbk, £6.95 

These and all other titles available, post free, from 
Arc Publications, Nanholme Mill, Shaw Wood 

Road, Todmorden, Lanes OL 14 6DA 
Tel: 01706 812338 Fax: 01706 818948 

e-mail: altair@cix.co.uk 
(CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED) 
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Modern Poetry 
in Translation 

No 14: Palestinian and Israeli poetry 

40 poets - Ali to Zaqtan, Amichai 
to Zach 

& a tribute to Ted Hughes 

poet, translator and co-founder of 
MPT 

No 13: 248 pages - Modern Greece 

& others 

Single issues: £I 0 

Subscriptions: £20 (UK/EU), £24 (foreign) 

2 years (nos I 3- J 6): £38 (UK/EU), £46 (foreign) 

Cheques payable to King's College London 

Send to: 
Norma Rinsler, MPT, Humanities, King's 
College London, Strand, London WC2R 2I..S 
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